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English I lAP/Literature and Composition
Summer Assignment 2013/ilIs. Lossi

The summer assignment for English 11AP requires you to read at least fwo novels and review
some terminology.

l. Read the following novels:

The Awakeningby Kate Chopin
Heart of Darlmess by Joseph Conrad

If you have not read both of the following novels, you will need to read them this summer (please
review them if you read them last summer!):

The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne
The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald

These novels can easily be found in any bookstore or library, and I'm sure they are available on
electronic readers as well. You should take notes on the novels, including key literary elements
such as plot, characterization, setting, themes, symbols, figurative language, and point of view.
Select a few significant quotes from the text and note where they appear in the novel. You will
have a written assignment on these works immediately upon our return in September, so please be
sure to review your notes before classes begin!

2. Review the attached literary terms. You should already know these very well from your
previous years in English. We will be learning more advanced, sophisticated terminology in this
course; therefore, a thorough understanding of these basic terms is essential.

Please feelfree to contact me via email at lossil@averillpark.kl2.ny.us if you have any questions.
(lf I do not respond immediately, please be patient. I will get back to you as soon as possible.)

I look forward to working with you next year, and have a wonderful summer!

Ms. Lossi

Included in this packet:
1. Summer Assignment directions
2. English I 1AP Policy Sheet/Literary Terms list (Green sheet)
3. B lue copy of policy sheet to be signed by you and a parent and handed in during the first class
meeting



English lLAP /Literoture ond Composition
Ms. Lossi

September 2013
lossi l@overi I lpork.k12.ny.us

Welcome to English llAPl This college-level course hos been designed to chollenge you ond
prepare you not only for the AdvoncedPlacement Exom in Literatureond Composition, but
olso for the NYS English Regents Exom, the SATs, ond your ocodemic life beyond high
school. lhe A all
sfudents faking this class.

Expectotions:
1. Closs time is extremely importont. We read ond write eve?y day. This meons thot you
are in closs on time, prepared, ond ready to go of the bell.
2. You are expecled to bring the following moteriols to closs every day: loose-leof poper
(no spirol edges,pleose), block ink pens (we do not write in pencil in this closs), o notebook
or binder for note-foking, ond of leost one pocket folder.
3' Attitude counts. Your willing porticipotion in oll ospects of closs is expected.
4. The following ore nof permitted in the clossroom:

*cell phones
*ipods
*doing work for other closses

Please be oware thot:
L. Ample time is given to complete oll ossignments. It is your responsibility to work within
thoitimeframe,oracceptfhelotepenolty. Loteworkismorked off ZOpoints,and,if itis
not turned in within three doys (not closs meetings), it becomes azero.
2. Plogiorism ond cheating will result in a zero.
3. Extro credit is not given.
4. Tf youareabsent, if isyour responsibility to moke up missed work. "I wosn't here" is
noton excuse. Fonmaferiols,come seemebeforeschool (nototthestortof thenext
closs-it is too lote then and you are olreody behind). For missed notes on informotion, see
someone in the class. Obtoining assignments ond moterials missed is your responsibility.

6rading ond Closs Porticipotion:
Grades are given on o point system. You eorn so mony points of o possible number of points
in o guorter. You ore expected to toke responsibility for your own learning. The following
criteria determine your class porticipotion grade: orriving promptly to closs (unexcused
tordiness results in lower grades); excellent ottendonce; preporotion for closs; listening to
ond following directions; coniributing to group ossignments; working eff ectively
independently; o positive ottitude ot oll times; completing ossigned work on time;
participoting in closs discussions. Please note thot respect toword every member of the
clossroom community is expected ond is o foctor in your closs porticipotion grade. Grading
for class participation will toke placefrequently, but will not olwoys be announced
bef orehond. Because most of our work is occomplished in the clossroom, closs porticipotion
is weighed heovily.



Literary Elements
English 11

1 . lmage. A word or phrase that names something that can be seen, heard, touched, tasted or smelled. I collection of
images is called imagery.
2, Setting. The setting is the time, place and condition. Setting is created by details describing elements such as

costumes or scenery.
3, Mood, The mood is the emotional quality of a literary work. Mood is created by imagery, word choice, events and
other literary elements, Examples: suspenseful, gloomy.

4. Subject, The subject is the thing the work is about. Common literary subjects are childhood, aging, love,

discrimination, death, loyalty.

5. Theme. A theme is the main idea of a literary work, For example, a work dealing with aging can have as its theme
that older people can still be fresh and young in their thinking.
6. Character. A character is a flgure who takes part in the action of a literary work.

7. Suspense. Suspense is a feeling of curiosity or expectation, often tinged with anxiousness, created by raising
questions about the outcome of events.
8. Tone. Tone is the attitude adopted by the speaker, author, or narrator of a literary work.

9, Voice or Style. A writer's voice or style is the sum of all characteristics that make his or her work sound unique.
Hemingway was famous for a style that used short, simple sentences with few embellishments.
10. Flashbacks and foreshadowing. A flashback takes a reader to the earlier part of the story. Foreshadowing hints
at events to come.
11. Hyperbole. A hyperbole is an exaggeration for effect. Example: I died from embarrassment
12. lrony. lrony is a conkadiction, such as a difference between appearance and reality or a difference between what
is said and what is meant.

13. Metaphor. A metaphor is a figure of speech in which one thing is described as if it were another. Example: My
love is a red, red rose.

14. Simile. A simile is a type of metaphor, a comparison using like or as, Example: My love is like a red, red rose.
15. Personification, Personification is a figure of speech in which a non-human thing is thought of having human
characteristics. Example: The house shuddered as the cold wind whipped down the valley.
1 6, Symbol, A symbol is something that stands for both itself and for something beyond itself. A dove is a traditional
symbol for peace

1 7, Understatement, An understatement is an ironic expression in which something of importance is emphasized by
being spoken of as though it were not important.
18. Conflict. The circumstances surrounding an obstacle or problem that a character is trying to overcome, remedy or
adapt to in a work of literature. lnternal conflict is conflict within a characte/s mind, (for example, a character wrestling
with guilt or shame) while external conflict is when a character is clashing with another person (like a villain) or trying to

overcome an outside force (such as nature or fate).
1 9, Dramatic lrony. When the audience/reader knows something that a character does not.
20. Characterization, The methods a writer uses to reveal the personality of a character. ln direct characterization,
the author makes explicit statements about a character. ln indirect characterization, the writer reveals a character
through the characte/s words and actions and what other characters think and say about that character.
21, Figurative language, Language used fordescriptive effect, in orderto convey ideas oremotions.
22. Foil. A minor character whose contrast with a main character highlights particular traits of the main character.
23, Point of View. The relationship of the narrator or storyteller to the story. FirstPerson p.o.v.= The story is told by
one of the characters, referred to as "1". Third-person p,o,v,= the narrator reveals the thoughts, feelings and
observations of only one character, but refers to that character as "he" or "she". Omniscient p,o.v.= the narrator knows
everything about the characters and events and may reveal details that the characters themselves could not reveal.
24. Rhythm. Rhythm is the arrangement of stressed and non-stressed syllables, especially in poetry Rhythm gives
poetry a musical quality, can add emphasis to certain words, and may help convey the poem's meaning.
25. Anecdote. a short account of a particular incident or event, especially of an interesting or amusing nature.
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